The Horizon Signal Technologies Pedestrian Signal System includes MUTCD compliant indications exclusively intended for controlling pedestrian traffic. The signal indications consist of the illuminated symbols of a walking person (symbolizing walk) and an upraised hand (symbolizing don’t walk). The HST pedestrian signal indications can easily be integrated into our SQ3TS trailer mounted portable traffic signal or be furnished on a stand alone cart. In addition to being compatible with all Horizon portable traffic signal systems, the HST Pedestrian Signal System can be integrated into most NEMA compliant traffic signal controllers. Communication is accomplished via hardwire or wireless radio link.

- MUTCD compliant indications
- Hardwire or wireless communication options
- Available in stand alone of integrated platforms
- Can be used with all Horizon Signal Systems
- Can be used with most NEMA Compliant signal controllers
- Available with push button actuators
Available Options

- **Solar Charging**: The solar charging option extends battery life by utilizing a solar collection/charging package.
- **Traffic Actuators**: Facilitates traffic actuation via motion sensor or true presence video detection.
- **Remote Monitoring System**: Provides information on location, operating status, and battery voltage.
- **Interface Module**: Allows signal to operate in conjunction with a standard street corner controller.

General Specifications

- **Signal Carts per System**: 2
- **Signal Heads per Cart**: 1
- **Signal Lamp Type**: LED
- **Power Source**: 12V / 2 12V batteries
- **Signal Height Operating Position**: MUTCD Compliant
- **Signal Cart Footprint**: 31 x 25.5” (79 x 65 cm)
- **Platform**: Standalone Cart / PTS Trailer

General specifications for the Pedestrian Signal System are subject to change without notice to reflect improvements and upgrades. Additional information is available. Contact Horizon Signal Technologies for details.
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